TOEIC®
Test Tracker
Check English proficiency quickly and conveniently
What it is

What it provides

Four simulated tests. Each test follows the same
format and uses the same question types as the
official TOEIC®* Listening and Reading test, but
is half the length (100 questions over one hour,
instead of 200 questions over two hours plus 30
minutes of biographical questions). It is suitable
for learners of all levels (TOEIC®* 10–990).

Each test gives an accurate and objective measure of
business English proficiency (reading score, listening
score, overall score). TRACKER delivers an estimate of
official TOEIC®* Listening and Reading test score in
just one hour, with results available instantly online.

Key course features include:

How it works

An accurate way to check the level of new Step 1
Choose a test
or existing employees
A way of helping to choose the appropriate
courses for learners
An opportunity for learners to practice testtaking prior to taking an International
Proficiency Test
Take each test as many times as you like.
The order of stand-alone questions, and
the order of answers in multiple choice
questions, is randomized every time a test
Step 3
starts.
Get your estimated TOEIC® test score
Flexible: take one test to quickly check your
English proficiency; or a test before your
English study course and another test after
the course ends; or four tests to practice
your test-taking skills.
Accurate: the simulated tests are the result
of comprehensive statistical analysis at test
and question level, resulting in a high
correlation (0.83) between the results of
Step 4
each test and actual TOEIC®* test scores.
Cross-platform: works seamlessly across
Print certificate as proof of
desktop and mobile (Android and iOS)
devices.

Step 2
Complete 100 questions in one hour

successfully completing the course!

* TOEIC is a registered trademark of Educational
Testing Service (ETS). This product is not endorsed
or approved by ETS.
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